
Raiman Rocks Offers Fancy Pink Diamonds for
Investment

Fancy Pink Diamonds for

investment are LOW RISK, HIGH

SECURITY

LOS ANGELES, CA, July 2, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Fancy pink diamonds for investment are rare and in high

demand.  Finding fancy pink diamonds for investment

are often times a challenge and Raiman Rocks in

Calabasas, CA is poised to find your fancy pink diamonds

for investment.

Raiman Rocks is a leader in the sales and management

of fancy pink diamonds for investment.  Their signature

collection of fancy pink diamonds for investment for the

innovative high-net-worth investor.  The fancy pink

diamonds are carefully hand-picked and never bulk

purchased.

Fancy Pink Diamonds are LOW RISK, HIGH SECURITY – RRIDs are carefully hand-selected by

Raiman Rocks based on a unique set of attributes that qualify them as being Raiman Rocks

investment grade diamonds. This limited and highly-elite class of diamonds has not gone down

in value for over 25 years and includes both high quality colorless diamonds and natural fancy

pink diamonds for investment.

A fancy pink diamond for investment is a rare investment that’s natural beauty represents both

love and profitability, fancy pink diamonds have become the most desirable of all natural fancy

color pink diamonds for investment. Natural fancy pink diamonds are the rarest of all natural

fancy colors, and therefore they are also the most expensive, recently selling for as much as $2

Million per carat.

Unlike most other natural fancy colors, there is no color grading scale for pink diamonds. All

fancy pink diamonds for investment are considered pink “Fancy”. All diamonds lighter than fancy

pink are considered pink to be a part of the pink diamond color scale.

Because fancy pink diamonds for investment are extremely rare, much thought goes into the

cutting process in order to maximize the intensity of color within the diamond. It’s very common

for diamond cutters to study a rough uncut pink diamond for many months before beginning

the cutting process. As in most fancy colors, the shapes that bring out the most intense colors
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are the radiant cut, the cushion cut, and the round brilliant cut.

About Raiman Rocks

Gall Raiman is a certified gemologist who takes pride in providing flawlessly cut fancy pink

diamonds for investment. Fancy pink diamonds for investment are rare and in high demand.

Finding fancy pink diamonds is often times a challenge and Raiman Rocks in Calabasas, CA is

poised to find your fancy pink diamonds for investment.
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